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Abstract
When designing modeling languages, researchers and practitioners often take contradicting positions. While the former argue for formal soundness and precise specification, practitioners aim for more flexibility in using a modeling language, i.e., by adapting it to a specific project context. The same distinction applies to the differentiation between modeling tools and drawing tools. While the former enable model processing functionality and support modelers in creating only valid models, in practice, too often the latter tools (e.g., Visio or even PowerPoint) are used due to their ease of use and non-constraining nature. When aiming to introduce flexibility into modeling languages, one often needs to have metamodeling knowledge. Besides, changing the metamodel requires re-deployment of tools and hampers compatibility with previously created models. In this paper, we introduce the notion of modeling language jargons as a means to counteract these two contradicting positions. With such jargons, on-the-fly adaptation of modeling languages can be achieved by business users without requiring changes to the metamodel.

To illustrate the conceptualization and use of modeling language jargons we report on the Fractal Enterprise Model (FEM) language and the experience of using the FEM tool in practice.
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1. Introduction
This paper has its origin in an ongoing project of designing and using a tool for Fractal Enterprise Models (FEMs) - the FEM toolkit. A FEM \cite{1} connects an enterprise’s business processes with assets used in these processes or being managed by them. As a result, the model depicts the enterprise’s operational activities important for a particular goal, e.g., problem analysis, redesign, etc. The FEM toolkit is being developed on the metamodeling platform ADOxx \cite{2}. Though the tool is specialized for FEM and the development is specific to ADOxx, the requirements we derived from using FEM and first tool prototypes in projects, such as \cite{3, 4} are more general and can be encountered in other modeling tools being developed for other modeling languages on other metamodeling platforms – or even without such a platform.

The main source of the challenges that we encountered is connected to the fact that FEM is a general enterprise modeling technique that can be used for various purposes. Dependent on
the purpose, additional means for expressing particularities of a specific project might emerge. Adding additional means to a generic language and tool as soon as they are encountered increases the complexity of the modeling language and impedes its use. This has already happened to many standardized languages, like BPMN [5, 6], which started with a small set of concepts aimed at business people, but ended up with hundreds of concepts, many of them too difficult to understand for non-technical people (see critique in [7, 8, 9]). There exists thus a need to provide instruments to add additional means to express domain- or project-specific concepts without overloading modeling languages and tools.

One obvious approach to adapt a modeling language is allowing direct manipulations of the metamodel and thus, explicitly introduce new concepts related to a particular purpose or project. This approach is particularly suitable if there is a need to have formal semantics of the language and its extension, i.e. in order to process the model by built-in algorithms, which is why most standardized modeling languages allow that (see the stereotyping mechanism for UML [10] and ArchiMate [11]). However, such changes require metamodeling expertise and most often also technical skills which modelers usually do not possess. Even if the required skills would be available, conformance of existing models with the new metamodel cannot be considered as granted. Eventually, there is a risk that extensions made for one project will follow to the next one etc. which leads to overarching metamodels and tools that hamper human comprehensibility and usability of the tool.

In the paper at hand we propose an approach that allows flexible adaptations of modeling languages to specific contexts without requiring changes to the metamodel. Such adaptations can be performed by business people and are primarily based on changing the visual appearance of the shapes representing the language concepts, e.g., as background colors. The interpretation of the adapted visual appearance are left to the modelers engaged in the project. In essence, this approach facilitates project and domain-specific modeling language jargons. This approach obviously has a disadvantage based on the informal convention accepted for the project at hand. However, this disadvantage is not severe if the models are meant to be interpreted by people of that project; not by formal algorithms. The contribution this paper aims to make is well positioned in the ongoing endeavors of the enterprise modeling community to elevate enterprise modeling for the masses [12, p. 229] where, amongst others, "local practices in capturing knowledge" and softening "completeness, coherence and rigor requirements to models and modelling languages in some contexts" are described as necessary steps toward reaching this goal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides relevant background on metamodeling and FEM, and introduces the running example. In Section 3, we introduce the three ways of defining and using modeling language jargons: Subclassing, Ghosting, and Nesting. The proof-of-concept implementation for the FEM modeling tool is then presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we briefly refer to related works before we conclude this paper with a summary of the results achieved so far and an outlook to future research in Section 6.
2. Background

2.1. Metamodeling platforms

Metamodeling platforms are used for the development of modeling tools by raising the abstraction level to a more elaborate level that aims to be adequate also for non-programmers. This is achieved by providing pre-configured functionality attached to a generic meta-metamodel. The method engineer then only needs to adapt this meta-metamodel to her domain. Moreover, engineers can benefit from existing tool developments and reuse/extend existing implementations.

ADOxx [2] is one such metamodeling platform that has been widely used in academia and industry. The platform comes with a rich set of domain-independent functionality like model management and user interaction. Method engineers need to: 1) configure the specific metamodel by referring its concepts to the ADOxx meta-metamodel; 2) define a visualization for the concepts; 3) combine the concepts into logical chunks, i.e., ADOxx modeltypes; and 4) realize additional model processing functionality like model transformation or simulation.

![Figure 1: Excerpt of the ADOxx meta-metamodel [13]](image)

An ADOxx-based modeling tool is composed of modeltypes which themselves comprise predefined and user-defined modeling classes and relation classes (see Fig. 1). Following a graph-based structure, modeling classes refer to nodes and relation classes to edges between nodes. Modelers instantiate a modeltype and use the provided classes to create models. Attributes define the semantics of all ADOxx classes. Amongst, basic attribute types like string and integer, ADOxx provides *interref* attributes that allow semantic relationships between modeling class instances of the same or of different models. The ADOxx meta-metamodel contains generic concepts and attributes that are inherited to the specific modeling language (e.g., the metamodel of FEM). These concepts and attributes, for example, the attribute “interref”, can be applied by the modeler without the need to change the metamodel. This is the approach we are applying when conceptualizing modeling jargons, which will be detailed in forthcoming sections.
2.2. Fractal Enterprise Modeling

In this section, we present the main principles of building Fractal Enterprise Models (FEM) - more background on FEM can be found in [1, 14]. The basic components of a FEM model are: business processes, assets, and relationships between them. Fig. 2 shows a fragment of a FEM model that will be used for explaining the FEM concepts and that introduces the business case used throughout this paper.

Graphically, a process is represented by an oval, an asset is represented by a rectangle (box), while a relationship between a process and an asset is represented by an arrow. We differentiate two types of relationships in FEM. One type represents a relationship of an asset used by a process; in this case, the arrow points from the asset to the process and has a solid line. The other type, referred to as affects relationship, represents a relationship of a process changing the asset; in this case, the arrow points from the process to the asset and has a dashed line. These two relationship types allow tying up processes and assets in a directed graph. In FEM models, labels are used to further specify the semantics of the instances, e.g., the names of processes and assets placed inside the oval and rectangle, respectively. The labels of FEM relationships indicate the specific relationship type being used. For example, the label acquire identifies that the process Sales can/should increase the pool size of the asset Stock of manufacturing orders in Fig. 2.

In FEM, the same asset can be used in multiple processes playing the same or different roles. Likewise, the same asset may play multiple roles in the same process. Similarly, a process could affect multiple assets, each in the same or in different ways (see the two relationships between the Sales process and the corresponding assets in Fig. 2). Moreover, a single process may affect a single asset in multiple ways. Multiple relationships between assets and processes can be represented by having two or more labels on the corresponding arrows.

Labels defining the relationships between processes and assets are standardized in FEM. The method defines eight abstract relation types that further specify the semantics of the used by: Beneficiary, Workforce, EXT, Partner, Stock, Tech & Info Infrastructure, Organizational Infrastructure, Means of Payment, and Attraction. Furthermore, three abstract relation types that describe how an asset is managed by a process exist: Acquire, Maintain, and Retire.

Two new concepts were introduced to FEM in order to represent the business context of the organization and connect it to specific processes [14]: External pool and External actor. External pools, visualized by a cloud shape, represent a set of things or agents of a certain type (see the pool of companies that need the manufacturing products in Fig. 2). External actors, visualized by a rectangle with rounded corners, represent an agent (e.g., a company or person) acting outside the boundary of the organization. If a set of external actors shall be represented like the competitor external agents in Fig. 2, the border of the shape has a double line. External pools and external actors may be related to each other and to other elements of the FEM diagram.

This concludes the brief introduction to FEM. Readers interested to learn more about FEM and why it is called fractal are again referred to [1, 14].
2.3. Running example

To illustrate and discuss our proposal we will be using a running example taken from [15]. The example belongs to the field of Business Model Innovation (BMI), more specifically to the field of so-called industry level innovation according to the classification from [16]. This kind of innovation means developing products and/or services that are radically different from the current ones, and/or entering completely different markets. In the center of the case is a manufacturing company that uses an expensive equipment (robots) in their manufacturing process. To make the best use of this equipment, they have developed diagnostic predictive
software. The software is used for deciding when the equipment needs servicing, rather than relying on the standard recommendations from the maintenance plan. This allows to avoid unexpected breaks, while increasing intervals between the stops for planned maintenance.

Developing and supporting the software requires having specialists, and other types of investments. The company decided to explore a way to convert costs to profitable investment by starting a new business of licensing the software to other manufacturers that use the same equipment, including their current competitors.

A FEM model of the case company is represented in Fig. 2. The model is not complete, the purpose is to show how the company currently operates in general, and to show more details related to the diagnostic predictive software.

3. Modeling Language Jargons

In a modeling project, there often is a need to on-the-fly graphically differentiate elements that are represented using the same language concept. For example, in a FEM model, one might need to differentiate physical assets, e.g., computers, from the virtual assets, e.g., electronic documents or IT systems. Another recurring need we experienced in many FEM modeling projects is that modelers want to reuse already modeled elements inside the same, or even in a different FEM model. Eventually, a need for nesting was ubiquitous, i.e., modelers wanted to specify enterprises on different levels of granularity.

As one approach to tackle the three modeling needs stressed previously, the paper at hand introduces the notion of modeling language jargons. The Oxford dictionary defines 'jargon' as: "words or expressions that are used by a particular profession or group of people, and are difficult for others to understand" [17]. The Cambridge dictionary defines jargon as: "the special slang of a particular group of people" and "special words or phrases used within a group, trade or profession" [18].

A modeling language jargon thus provides additional means for those knowledgeable in the specific terms and their meanings while at the same time hampering the comprehension by a wider, unknowledgeable audience. Such a jargon is specific to a modeling project and the involved stakeholders and is expected to change when starting a new modeling project in a new context. In the following, we introduce three approaches for enabling project-specific modeling language jargons that all do not require any metamodel changes. We will refer to and further extend the FEM example depicted in Fig. 2 to exemplify the use of modeling language jargons in FEM.

3.1. Subclassing

The aim of the Subclassing approach is to enable modelers to on-the-fly introduce more specific semantics to the concepts provided by the FEM metamodel (e.g., Process and Asset). In a business model innovation project, like the one in our running example, the modelers could be interested to distinguish automated processes from manual processes, or to distinguish processes and assets that need to be introduced to realize a new business model.

The only requirement for creating subclasses of the existing language concepts in such cases is to have a unique visual representation of each subclass. A simple enough way for such
visualization would be assigning a specific background color to each subclass. In this respect, all subclasses still use the same shape, e.g., an ellipsis for FEM processes, but allow the identification of an individual subclass based on its unique background color. This differentiation is related to the type and inherent semantics dichotomy introduced in [19] where the metamodel concept defines the type semantics (e.g., what is the semantics of a process in FEM) and the labels of the process instances further specify the instance semantics (e.g., what is a primary process in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 shows a set of potential subclasses for the new business model in our running business model innovation example. Labels inside the shape define the semantics of each subclass for the project. Most colors are already used in Fig. 2 to identify which elements of the FEM model are intended to be introduced when designing a new business, the red color will appear in Fig. 4 and explained subsequently.

**Figure 3:** Subclasses defined for the case

### 3.2. Ghosting

Inspiration for the ghost concept was derived from a tool called InsightMaker [20], where it was introduced to solve the problem of a model becoming cluttered if too many connections are made to the same element. In InsightMaker, a ghost is a copy of an already existing element in the same model. Ghosts can be distinguished from their original by the use of a lighter background color.

Our extended notion of ghosts in modeling language jargons comprises the following three aspects:

- **Usage across models**, i.e., ghosts can relate to original elements in the same or in a different FEM model of the same modeling project. In Fig. 4, we have a number of ghosts that relate to elements that were introduced in Fig. 2 (like *Software development* process and *Service technicians* asset).
- **Navigation**, i.e., allowing to find all usages of a given FEM element starting from a ghost, or the original.
- **Visual distance**, i.e., ghosts need to be distinguishable from the original shape, but this is not constrained by relying on the background color.
While subclassing adds a vocabulary to a jargon, the extended ghosting approach allows modelers to add specific modeling styles to the jargon. Ghosting, for example, can be used to create model views and visual repositories without introducing these concepts in the language. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate a usage of extended ghosting in the business model innovation project. First, one builds a model of the current business and marks elements that can potentially be used in a new business. Then one moves the identified elements as ghosts to another model, adds new nodes and configures a new business model. Note that in Fig. 4, we use an additional subclass from Fig. 3 - the two elements with red background color - to mark the transitional (temporal) processes in the model.

The extended ghosting approach thus not only supports reuse of existing model elements,
enabling the modeler to on-the-fly create a repository of elements, it also enables rearrangement of model elements in a more comprehensible way by reducing long-distance and crossing relationships by simply adding an additional ghost element at the position the original element would be required.

3.3. Nesting

Quite often, a modeler needs to use different levels of granularity when creating an enterprise model. For a high-level overview, the granularity will be coarse, while a view on the detailed aspects of a particular part of the business requires a finer level granularity. There needs to be a way to relate models on different granularity levels. For example, a business process that is depicted as one entity in one model may need to be related to an interconnected set of subprocesses in a more detailed model. Some languages, like IDEF0 and BPMN, introduce the concept of decomposition with strict semantics. Other languages, including FEM, may not introduce the concept explicitly, but the practice often needs some means for decomposition.

The semantics of the decomposition may vary from project to project. In one case, the decomposition may mean variants of the same thing, which is considered as specialization in some modeling languages, like UML. In other cases, the decomposition may mean depicting smaller elements and their interconnections that together makes the decomposed elements. There can be other alternatives of the decomposition concept as well. Instead of introducing the concept explicitly with all its variants, we suggest to use visual means that allow to present decomposition on-the-fly without introducing strict semantics. The semantics in this case, should be understood from the decomposition itself, or be agreed upon inside the project group.

We suggest using nesting in combination with the extended ghosts approach to represent a decomposition. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the decomposition of the Sales process from Fig. 2. The decomposed process is presented as special type of ghosts – group ghost, and it comprises two new processes, Sales to existing customers and Sales to new customers. To show the connection between the new processes and other elements of the model from Fig. 2, ghosts of the connected elements are presented in the new model. The decomposition in this example is of specialization type, a further type is referred to as subprocess type, where the decomposed elements are also connected inside the group. The ghosts navigation facilitates easy movement from the decomposed element to the model that depicts the decomposition and back. Nesting thus enables modelers to create new styles in a modeling language jargon on-the-fly.

4. Modeling Language Jargons for FEM

As a Proof of Concept (PoC) we will report in the following on the conceptualization of modeling language jargons in a concrete case: the Fractal Enterprise Modeling (FEM) [1, 14]. We will present and discuss the realization of the FEM modeling tool which runs as a project within the Open Models Laboratory (OMiLAB) [21]. Albeit the specific case, the conceptualization itself will be described in a way that shall enable not only comprehension but also facilitate the implementation of modeling language jargons in other modeling tools. Please note, that the conceptualization requires technical knowledge and only needs to be done once, while the
definition of arbitrary modeling language jargons can be done on-the-fly by business users without any further changes to the implementation or metamodel.

4.1. Conceptualization of Subclassing

For the conceptualization of Subclassing in the FEM tool we introduced an additional modeltype: FEM Subclassing which complements to conventional FEM modeltype one would use to create FEM models as the one in Fig. 2. The new modeltype basically acts as a repository of all subclasses of all FEM modeling classes. Modelers can instantiate FEM processes or assets and thereby define a new subclass of that type which can be used on-the-fly in all other FEM models that form part of the current modeling project. When creating a new subclass, the modeler can specify its properties (like the name) and its appearance.

When aiming to use a subclass, FEM modelers are assisted by a smart menu that lists all existing subclasses of the current project defined in the FEM Subclassing model. As soon as the modeler selected a subclass a reference is stored in the properties of the subclass and the appearance of the subclass is automatically propagated to the newly linked subclass, thereby replacing the default appearance. When removing the subclassing reference, the element is automatically returning to its default appearance. Likewise, synchronization has been realized to make sure that changes in the appearance of the subclass in the FEM Subclassing model are propagated to all referenced subclasses in all other FEM models of a modeling project.
Fig. 6 shows the use of the Subclassing approach. After opening the properties of a new Process element, modelers can select 'Subclass' in the Color Picker property (see number 2 in Fig. 6). An automatically generated dialog then lists all applicable subclasses for the Process. After the modeler selected one subclass, the representation of the subclass (in this case a red background color defined in Fig. 3) is automatically propagated to the new Process. In the shown example, the process on the right is now further specified as being a transitional process.

Figure 6: Conceptualization of the Subclass approach in the FEM tool

For the project participants, the subclassing model in Fig. 4 presents a convention on which they agree. It can also be viewed as an agenda, or vocabulary of the project’s jargon. The scope of the jargon is a group of models that share the jargon, i.e. the same subclassing model. Consequently, any FEM modeling project will have one Sublcassing model and multiple FEM models.

4.2. Conceptualization of Ghosting

The conceptualization of ghosting in the FEM modeling tool is primarily realized by an Interref attribute that is available for all FEM metamodel concepts. With this Interref, the modeler is enabled to link a selected FEM instances to an already existing instance of the same type in the same model or in a different model of the same modeling project. Similarly to the Subclass procedure introduced previously, the conceptualization of ghosting is build on two major functions: a smart menu that supports the modeler in selected an appropriate original, and automated adaptation of the graphical representation of the ghost instance. Consequently, the appearance of the ghost instance is automatically adopting the appearance defined in the linked original element. Noteworthy, for ghosts, the synchronization between original and ghost also concerns other attribute values like the name. If the modeler changes the name of the original, the new name is propagated and all ghost instances are updated automatically thereby keeping all FEM models in a consistent state [22].

In order to support comprehensibility of large FEM modeling projects that might require many FEM models, the FEM tool also comes with some processing functionality that enable the modeler to efficiently list all ghost instances of a selected original in the current model as well as in all other models of the FEM modeling project. When executing this functionality
an algorithm queries all FEM models to find the usage of the selected element as ghost and provides a list that has a navigable link to the specific model and element. The modeler thus only needs to click on an entry on the list of ghosts to navigate to its usage. Fig. 7 shows the navigable list generated as a result of executing the ‘find usage in all FEM models’ functionality on the process *Software maintenance*. The list shows three usages of this element in three FEM models.

![Conceptualization of the Ghosting approach in the FEM tool](image)

**Figure 7**: Conceptualization of the Ghosting approach in the FEM tool

### 4.3. Conceptualization of Nesting

The Nesting approach is conceptualized also on the FEM metamodel level and allows its on-the-fly use by modelers in any FEM modeling project. All FEM concepts provide an attribute that qualifies them for being a *group* or not. By changing the attribute value, the appearance of the selected element automatically changes, e.g., from a solid border line and a strong background color to a dashed border line and light background color. This change is exemplified when comparing the *Sales* process in Fig. 2 with the *Sales* nesting visualized in Fig. 5.

As introduced in Section 3.3, grouping can also be applied to ghosts. Again, the example of Fig. 5 can be referred to where *Sales* is not only a ghost (visually encoded by the dashed border and the light color) but also a ghost of the original *Sales* process in Fig. 2 (visually encoded by the arrow on the top right corner that would navigate the modeler to its original when being clicked).
Table 1  
Contrasting modeling language jargon from profiling/stereotyping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Modeling Language Jargon</th>
<th>Profiling / Stereotyping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation role</td>
<td>Modeler</td>
<td>Method engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation point</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Metamodel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation scope</td>
<td>Notation</td>
<td>Syntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation time</td>
<td>on-the-fly</td>
<td>ex-ante</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation effect</td>
<td>Expressivity and processing †</td>
<td>Expressivity †</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Related works

The intention to introduce flexibility in modeling methods is not new in itself (cf. [5, 23, 24, 12, 25, 9, 26]). In the following, we will briefly elaborate on the most relevant related works in order to position modeling language jargons within the state of the art. Afterwards, we conclude the paper with a summary of its contribution and future research directions.

FlexiSketch is a very interesting approach comprehensively introduced in [25]. With FlexiSketch modelers are able to sketch models and automatically transform their model sketches into a metamodel and a corresponding modeling tool. In contrast to our approach, FlexiSketch primarily focuses on sketching new elements and designing the metamodel on-the-fly. This approach comes with promising possibilities while the problems of e.g., ever increasing metamodel size with every new modeling project and interoperability remain.

The AOAME approach proposed in [27] aims to enable business people with domain knowledge to adapt the modeling language to specific project contexts. AOAME binds a modeling language to an ontology that provides clear, unambiguous, and machine-interpretable semantics. This ontology can then be adapted on-the-fly thereby enabling the modeler to introduce context-specific semantics. Apart from the fact, that AOAME puts the ontology at the heart and users should have basic knowledge in ontology engineering, users can remove unnecessary concepts which is in conflict to our goal of retaining conformance to the core modeling language.

In contrast to the previously mentioned, existing, stereotyping and UML profiling [10, 11] approaches, modeling language jargons aim to be usable by business users that don’t have any technical skills. Jargons are defined on-the-fly during the modeling process in the modeling tool instead of ex-ante implementation on the metamodel backbone as for stereotypes and profiles. Moreover, we propose means to navigate inside and between the models in order to find jargon usages in whole corpora of created models. Table 1 further contrasts our proposed modeling language jargon from profiling and stereotyping.

6. Conclusion

In the paper at hand we propose the notion of modeling language jargons, a means to on-the-fly adapt modeling languages to specific contexts. Key to our approach is that the language adaptations don’t involve any changes to the metamodel, as such they can be performed
by regular modelers, and the fact, that the created models are still valid according to the underlying modeling language. The three approaches forming part of modeling language jargons, Subclassing, Ghosting, and Nesting are introduced on a generic level.

The three approaches listed above are fully implemented in version 0.7 of the FEM toolkit, which is publicly available for download and test\(^1\). The toolkit has already been used in two practical projects. The first project was completed at Tartu Water Utility company; it was aimed at designing a new digitalization strategy at a company with an outdated IT systems park, as well as creating more detail requirements for completing the first step of the strategy. The FEM toolkit was successfully used in many tasks of this complex project, including understanding of how the company operated, developing "as-is" and "to-be" models, tying them together via the ghosting feature, and marking changes via the subclassing feature.

The second project’s practical goal was to suggest improvements for a so-called sourcing process in an international concern. The sourcing project aimed at signing long-term purchasing contracts for all branches of the concern. The project employed all three features introduced in this paper. Analysis of the produced FEM diagrams resulted in a number of suggestions for process improvements.

Besides testing in practical projects, the FEM toolkit was employed in teaching enterprise modeling at University of Tartu. We experienced, that the students had no problems in understanding the features discussed in this paper, as they successfully used them when completing project and exam assignments.

The results of testing our suggestions implemented in FEM toolkit are quite encouraging, although a comprehensive empirical evaluation, e.g., with respect to ease of use, usability, and comprehensibility of the resulting models is on a route we plan to follow in our future research. It will be interesting to see, how the gains in flexibility might influence comprehensibility. One could imagine that by adding additional semantics, the models are more expressive while on the other hand adding several different appearances for the same concept might result in an increase of cognitive load [28, 29].

Another important part of future research is to investigate transferability of the modeling language jargon to other modeling tools. We thus hope this paper motivates the modeling community to gain interest in our concept and the combined generic and case-based introduction of the concept eases the implementation of it for other modeling tools. Eventually, we see the possibility that metamodel platform vendors would be interested in ideas that enable a balance between flexibility and context-adaptability on the one hand, and conformity to a formally defined metamodel on the other. Implementing the modeling language jargon concept in a way such that modeling tool developers only need to define the metamodel concepts they want it to be enabled for seems feasible.

In the practical terms, we are working on the next version of FEM toolkit (0.8) with an additional classification option, which will be orthogonal to the existing subclassing, and which will have visualization via coloring the shapes’ borders. This kind of classification might be useful in multi-organizational contexts of the type discussed in [3]. Another feature that is considered for the new version is allowing the usage of several subclassing forms along with a switching mechanism to have several, mutually exclusive perspectives on the same FEM diagram.

---

\(^1\)FEM tool: https://www.fractalmodel.org/fem-toolkit/, last visited: 09.07.2021
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